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Reading and writing go hand-in-hand, starting with the first moments of learning. 
Whether students are listening to a read aloud, telling a story of their own, drawing 
pictures, reading books independently, writing a story, or constructing their first opinion 
essay, the reciprocal relationship of reading and writing is at the core of student 
expression and critical thinking.

The Wonders instructional approach invites students to write—every day. When 
engaged in the writing experience embedded within Wonders, students will learn to:

• Write in response to what they’ve read. 

• Write and cite using text evidence.

• Write about what they’ve learned.

• Write through the writing process, from planning to publication.

• Write with guidance from conversations about texts.

Reading and Writing:  
A Reciprocal Relationship
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Research shows that writing about a text is a particularly powerful way of improving 
student reading achievement. Writing about text has a bigger impact on reading 
comprehension than reading alone.

Dr. Timothy Shanahan

The writing instruction in Wonders is presented in two complementary pathways: 
analytical writing and process writing. These strands are applied to various genres 
and texts, teaching students the mechanics and craft of writing, as well as the structure 
and thinking behind written expression.

• Analytical writing is a natural outcome of close reading. Through our Analytical 
Writing lessons, students read texts closely and use text evidence to support their 
ideas and conclusions about the text. Wonders provides scaffolded instruction to 
help children grow as writers.

• In our Writing Process lessons, children learn to write using a step-by-step writing 
process: Expert Model, Plan, Draft, Revise, Edit and Proofread, and Publish. The 
steps of the writing process can be applied to all types of writing. Throughout the 
writing process, students will refer back to the reading to use the writing of award-
winning and accredited authors as mentor text to help guide the development of 
their own written piece.

If They Read About It,  
They Write About It
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Students begin the Analytical Writing process by participating in Modeled Writing and Interactive 
Writing about texts. This provides the foundation for children to ensure they understand the process 
of analyzing the prompt, finding text evidence, and responding to the prompt. After Interactive Writing, 
students move to Independent Writing, where they use the process to respond to a text on their own.

Early Writers in Grades K–1

Foundational Skills
Writing letters, words, and sentences while 
building writing fluency

• Students learn to generate phrases and sentences 
that convey meaning as well as the mechanics of 
writing sentences. 

• In kindergarten, word work lessons include 
spelling dictation activities.

• In grade 1, word work includes spelling pretests 
and dictation using the Practice Book.

Writing about the text
• Students follow the Analytical Writing Routine after 

reading by Analyzing the Prompt, Finding Text 
Evidence, and Writing to the Prompt.

1

As students begin the Analytical Writing process, they learn the value of reading with a pencil in hand 
so they can annotate new words, identify key ideas, and synthesize information—which will help them 
build understanding and make powerful connections. Writing analytically about what they read prepares 
students for their academic future by improving their informative and argumentative writing skills.

Analytical Writing Pathway

Word WorkDay 
1

High-Frequency Word Review
Read, Spell, and Write to review last week’s high-
frequency words: be, come, good, pull.

Spelling: Page 53

DIFFERENTIATED SPELLING LISTS

Approaching Level hop, hot, lot, top

Beyond Level flop, hog, hop, hot, log, lot, slop, top

Spelling

Words with Short o
Dictation Follow the Spelling Dictation routine to help children transfer 
their growing knowledge of sound-spellings to writing. After dictation, 
give the spelling pretest in the Practice Book on page 53.

Pretest Pronounce each spelling word. Read the sentence and pronounce 
the word again. Ask children to say each word softly, stretching the 
sounds, before writing it. After the pretest, display the spelling words and 
write each word as you say the letter names. Have children check their 
words using the Practice Book page.

hop
top
log
hog
hot
lot
flip
black
they
too

The frog can hop.

The house is on top of a hill.

What lives in the log?

A hog is a big pig.

It is hot in the summer.

I like school a lot!
Can you flip a pancake?

A skunk is black and white.

They are too tired to play.

Do you like apples, too?

English Language Learners should use the above list for their spelling 
pretest.

Digital Tools

To differentiate instruction for 
key skills, use the results of this 
activity.

For more practice, use this 
activity.

High-Frequency 
Words: Practice

Spelling, Dictation Preteach the meanings of the spelling words. 
Model and have children act out hop, top, hot, and flip with you. Use 
too in simple sentences, such as: I flip. He flips, too. I hop. They hop, 
too. Reinforce the meaning of too throughout the week.

English Language Learners
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OBJECTIVES
Use conventional spelling for 
words with common spelling 
patterns and for frequently 
occurring irregular words.

Recognize and read grade-
appropriate irregularly spelled 
words.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
• blend

5
Mins

Spelling
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Analyze the Prompt
Students begin the Analytical Writing  
process by reading and analyzing the 
prompt to ensure they understand 
what the prompt is asking.

• Read the prompt.
• Analyze and discuss the prompt. 
• Look at text and illustrations.

2

Find Text Evidence
The Analytical Writing process 
continues as students read  
and reread to find and record  
text evidence in their  
Reading/Writing Companion  
or their writer’s notebook.

• Read the text.
• Reread the text.
• Analyze the text and illustrations.

3

Write to a Prompt
Finally, students will review their 
notes and plan writing in their  
writer’s notebook. Students will  
begin revising and editing the 
Independent Writing in response  
to the Anchor Text. 

• Review notes and plan writing  
in writer’s notebook.

• Write a draft.
• Revising and editing begins  

after drafting.

4

5
Mins

Day 
1 Language Arts

Shared Writing

Write About the Shared Read
Analyze the Prompt Explain to children that you are going to work 
together to write a response to a question. Read the prompt aloud. What 
jobs are in “Good Job, Ben!”? Confirm that children understand what the 
prompt is asking. Say: To respond to this question, we need to look at the 
text and illustrations in “Good Job, Ben!”

Find Text Evidence Explain that you will reread the text and take notes to 
help answer the question. 

 • Read aloud pages 14–16. Say: The text and pictures tell about the 
people Ben and Mom see. The people have different jobs. For example, 
on page 15, a woman drives the bus. She is a bus driver. This is her job. 

 • Point to the illustration on page 16. Say: Ben and Mom want to cross 
the street. A woman helps them cross. She is a crossing guard. This is 
another kind of job.

 • Say: These examples help us answer the prompt. Let’s write the jobs 
bus driver and crossing guard in our notes.

Write to a Prompt Reread the prompt to children.

 • What jobs are in “Good Job, Ben!”? 

 • Say: For our first sentence, let’s tell what we will write about. This is 
called a topic sentence. Let’s write the first sentence together: The 
story “Good Job, Ben!” tells about different jobs. Write the sentence.

 • Then say: The notes we wrote tell about the different jobs in the story. 
We can use our notes to write the next sentence. Our first note told 
about a person who drives a bus. Let’s write this note as a sentence: 
One job is bus driver. Write the sentence. Let’s use our notes to write 
more sentences about jobs. 

 • Track the print as you reread the notes. Guide children to dictate 
complete sentences for you to record. Read the final response as you 
track the print. If needed, write these sentence frames and model  
how to complete one using the notes: Another job is ______ .  
The men ______ . The vet ______ .

Reading/Writing Companion 
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OBJECTIVES
With guidance and support 
from adults, recall information 
from experiences or gather 
information from provided 
sources to answer a question.

Use common, proper, and 
possessive nouns.

Participate in Shared Writing 
activities.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
• respond, notes, noun

• Cognates: responder, notas

Shared Read
Read

Find Text Evidence

 Circle and read 
aloud each word 
with short a as in 
cat.

 Talk about what 
Max and Jack  
can do. 

Max can. Can Jack? Jack can. 
24 Unit 1 • Week 1
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5
Mins

Language ArtsDay 
3

Choose from these options 
to enable all children to 
complete the writing activity:

•  Drawing and labeling a 
picture

• Completing sentence frames

• Writing one sentence

• Writing multiple sentences

DIFFERENTIATED 
WRITING

Independent Writing

Write About the Anchor Text
Analyze the Prompt Have children turn to page 21 in the Literature 
Anthology. Read the prompt: Would you like to have Jen’s job? Describe 
what you would like or not like and why. 

• Point out that this prompt has two parts. Say: First you must give your 
opinion about whether you would like to have Jen’s job or not. Then 
you must give a reason for your opinion. The next step in responding to 
the prompt is to find text evidence and make inferences.

Find Text Evidence Say: Before we give an opinion about Jen’s job, we 
need to understand what her job is like. We can look for clues about her 
job in the text and illustrations. 

• Say: The author never tells us what Jen’s job is, but we can use clues to 
figure it out. What is Jen’s job? (firefighter)

• Look at pages 12 and 13. What can you tell about Jen’s job from the 
pictures and the text? (Her job is exciting, fast, scary, dangerous, and 
important.) You can use this evidence to help you support your opinion 
about Jen’s job. 

• Have children take notes in their writer’s notebook as they look for 
evidence to help them form and give reasons for their opinion.

Write to the Prompt Guide children as they begin their writing. Have 
children review their notes and plan their writing. Guide them to reread 
the prompt. Remind them that the prompt has two parts: They must give 
an opinion and then support their opinion.

 • Draft Explain that the first sentence should tell their opinion. As 
children write their drafts, have them focus on the week’s skills:

• Focus on an Idea Give an opinion that addresses the prompt.

• Nouns Use nouns to name people, places, and things. Grammar

If needed, write these sentence frames and model how to complete one 
using the notes: I would _____ because _____ . Firefighters _____ . 

Tell children that they will continue to work on their responses on Day 4.

Literature Anthology
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OBJECTIVES
Write opinion pieces in which 
they introduce the topic or name 
the book they are writing about, 
state an opinion, supply a reason 
for the opinion, and provide some 
sense of closure.

Use common, proper, and 
possessive nouns.

Use commas in dates and to 
separate single words in a series. 

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
• describe, commas, clues, draft

• Cognates: describir, comas

Detail Detail  Detail

Respond to the Text
Retell

Use your own words to 
retell the important details 
in Nat and Sam.

Write

How do Nat’s feelings about school 
change? Use these sentence frames: 

 I read that Nat feels…
 I know that changes because…

Make Connections

What does Nat do that
you can do at school, too? 
ESSENTIAL QUESTION

W
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Writing and Grammar

My Special Day 
My name is Marisol.
Today my Aunt Rosa took me swimming.

Student Model

Draft
Read Marisol’s draft of her personal narrative.
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First I was scared.
Then Aunt Rosa blew bubbles.
It looked like fun, so I jumped right in!

Ideas 

I included a 
supporting detail 
to tell more 
about the event.

Write your personal 
narrative in your writer’s 
notebook. Use your ideas 
from pages 160–161. Include 
supporting details.

Key Details 

I included an important detail 
to tell about what happened.

Personal Narrative

163Getting to Know Us 
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Writing and Grammar
Plan

 Talk about something that happened  
to you.

 Draw or write about what happened.

Think about events that 
are important to you.

160 Unit 1
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As students become more confident, skilled writers in grade 2, they will start the Analytical Writing 
process. This process includes analyzing the prompt, understanding the objective, and finding and 
utilizing supporting evidence. With a pencil in hand, students closely reread, annotate the text, and take 
notes in their Reading/Writing Companion as they gather evidence, identify key ideas, and synthesize 
information. Students will then analyze the evidence they have collected and apply their growing skillset 
to create a structured response using evidence from the text to support their ideas and conclusions. 

Confident Writers in  
Grades 2–6

Analyze the Prompt
Students begin the Analytical Writing 
process by reading and analyzing the 
prompt to ensure they understand 
what the prompt is asking.

• Read the prompt.
• Analyze the prompt. 

1
Develop student 
habits of writing 
while reading.

Take Notes to monitor comprehension

Shared Read - Model
“Remembering Hurricane Katrina”
Reading/Writing Companion pp. 2–5

Anchor Text - Practice and Apply
Aguinaldo
Literature Anthology pp. 178–189
Reading/Writing Companion pp. 14–16

Respond using text evidence

Shared Read - Model
“Remembering Hurricane Katrina”
Reading/Writing Companion p. 12

Anchor Text - Practice and Apply
Aguinaldo
Literature Anthology p. 191
Reading/Writing Companion p. 117

Summarize using important details

Shared Read - Model
“Remembering Hurricane Katrina”
Reading/Writing Companion p. 5

Anchor Text - Practice and Apply
Aguinaldo
Literature Anthology p. 191

Analytical Writing: Realistic Fiction

Inspire Confident Writers

Notetaking Video

T12 UNIT 3 WEEKS 1 AND 2
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COLLABORATE

PAIRED SELECTIONReread

What Alex Did What Erica Did I See That

How does the author use what other young people have  
done to help you see how you can make a difference?

Talk About It Reread paragraphs 3 to 6 on page 19. Talk with a partner 
about how kids can volunteer.

Cite Text Evidence How does the author help you see that you can make 
a difference, too? Write text evidence in the chart.

Quick Tip

The author tells about 
young people who thought 
of ways to help make a 
difference in the world. 

With a partner, think 
about something that 
would help make the 
world a better place.

Use these sentence 
starters.

• I think it would be a 
good idea . . .

• This idea could help 
make the world a better 
place because . . .

Write The author uses real-life examples of young people who volunteer 
to  
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COLLABORATE

Reread ANCHOR TEXT

How does what Marilia tells Margarita on the bus trip back to 
school help you understand how Marilia feels?

Talk About It Reread the last three paragraphs on page 188. Turn to your 
partner and discuss what Margarita and Marilia talk about on the bus.

Cite Text Evidence What does Marilia say that shows how she feels? 
Write text evidence in the chart.

Write The author uses Margarita and Marilia’s conversation to help 
show that  

 

 

 

Quick Tip

Synthesize Information

When you reread, you can 
use what the characters 
say to understand their 
feelings and actions.

Use these sentence 
starters to describe the 
characters.

• Marilia cares about 
Elenita because . . .

• Elenita probably feels 
that Marilia is . . .

Combine what you have 
learned about Marilia from 
the beginning of the story 
to the end of the story. 
What did Marilia learn 
from her visit to the nursing 
home? How do you know 
she learned this? 

Clue Clue Clue

How Marilia Feels

Marilia feels “light and 
warm and peaceful.”

She can’t wait to return 
next year.

She wants to make 
Elenita a collage and 
bring it to her before 
Christmas.

She feels happy because she had a wonderful time with Elenita at the nursing 
home. 

Marilia left the nursing home feeling happy. The author’s description of 

Marilia’s feelings shows how she was affected by her time with Elenita.
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Respond
Finally, students will respond to the prompt in 
their Reading/Writing Companion.

• Using Sentence Starters, students respond to 
the prompt.

• Students review their notes and graphic 
organizers to build a response.

3

Analyze Text Evidence
The Analytical Writing Process continues 
as students reread the text, review 
the skills learned, and analyze the text 
evidence they find.

• Reread the text.
• Take notes and find text evidence in the 

Reading/Writing Companion.
• Review the skills learned through reading 

the text.

2 Write About the Anchor Text

Analyze the Prompt
Read the prompt aloud: How does the author help you understand how 
Marilia has changed from the beginning of the story to the end? Ask: What 
is the prompt asking you to write? (to explain how the main character’s 
actions and feelings changed from the beginning of the story to the end) 
Say: Let’s reread to see how analyzing text structure, dialogue, and point of 
view help us answer the prompt.

Analyze Text Evidence
Remind students that the story is told from Marilia’s point of view, so we 
can understand her thoughts and feelings as they change throughout the 
story. Have students look at Literature Anthology page 180. Ask: What 
information tells you why Marilia feels the way she does? (The text shows 
that because her grandmother died in a nursing home, Marilia feels sad 
when she thinks about going to another nursing home.) Look at page 187. 
Ask: How is Marilia feeling now? What, or who, changed her mood?  
(The illustration shows me Marilia is enjoying herself even though she  
didn’t think she would, and the text tells me it is because of Elenita.) Ask: 
Why is this part of the story important? (This is a turning point. Marilia’s 
attitude toward nursing homes changes completely when she admits she 
likes Elenita.) 

Respond
Review pages 14–16 of the Reading/Writing Companion. Have partners  
or small groups refer to and discuss their completed charts and writing 
responses from those pages. Then direct students’ attention to the 
sentence starters on page 17 of the Reading/Writing Companion. Have 
them use the sentence starters to guide their responses.

Students should put the events in order to show how Marilia 
changed over the course of the story. Students should focus on 

sensory details to help them visualize the sights, sounds, and feelings from 
Marilia’s point of view. Remind students to vary sentence structure by 
combining short sentences and adding phrases and clauses to others. 
Students may use additional paper to complete the assignment if needed.

COLLABORATE

10
Mins

Reading/Writing Companion

Respond to ReadingANCHOR TEXT

You may wish to teach the 
Respond to Reading lesson 
during Small Group time.

Approaching Level and On 
Level Have partners work 
together to plan and complete 
the response to the prompt.

Beyond Level Ask students to 
respond to the prompt 
independently and to write a 
response to their self-selected 
reading selection.

ELL Group students of mixed 
proficiency levels to discuss and 
respond to the prompt.

TEACH IN
SMALL GROUP

OBJECTIVES
Describe in depth a character, 
setting, or event in a story or 
drama, drawing on specific details 
in the text (e.g., a character’s 
thoughts, words, or actions).

Draw evidence from literary or 
informational texts to support 
analysis, reflection, and research.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
• analyzing

• Cognate: analizar
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COLLABORATE

Quick Tip

REALISTIC FICTION 

Respond to Reading
Discuss the prompt below. Use your knowledge of understanding 
characters in a story, your notes, and your graphic organizers to  
help you.

How does the author help you understand how Marilia has changed 
from the beginning of the story to the end? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-Selected 
Reading

Choose a text and fill in 
your writer's notebook 
with the title, author, and 
genre of the selection. 
Record your purpose for 
reading. Include a 
personal response to the 
text in your writer's 
notebook.

In the beginning of a 
story, the character may 
have a problem. By the 
end of the story, the 
character may have solved 
the problem. Use these 
sentence starters to help  
organize your text 
evidence.

• In the beginning of the 
story, Marilia’s problem  
is . . .

• At the end of the story, 
Marilia feels better 
because . . .

17 Unit 3 • Realistic Fiction
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Genre  Realistic Fiction

Essential Question
In what ways can you help your 
community? 

Read how a girl gives someone  
a special gift. 

by Lulu Delacre  illustrated by John Parra

Go Digital!
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   hen I was growing up in Puerto Rico, I went to a 
small girls’ school. Every December, Señorita Antonia, our 
teacher, insisted that the sixth grade visit the nursing home 
in Santurce. Bringing Christmas cheer to the old and infirm 
was an experience she felt all sixth graders should have. But 
the year I was in fifth grade, Señorita Antonia decided our 
class was mature enough to join the older girls and have that 
experience, too.

“I’m not going,” I whispered to my friend Margarita.
“You have to, Marilia,” she said. “Everyone has to go.”
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COLLABORATE

ANCHOR TEXTReread

Literature Anthology:  
pages 178–189

Aguinaldo
How do you know how Marilia feels about going on  
the field trip?

Talk About It Reread paragraphs 1–4 on Literature Anthology page 183. 
Turn to your partner and talk about the last thing Marilia has to do.

Cite Text Evidence What clues help you understand what Marilia was 
feeling about going on the field trip? Write evidence and what it means 
in the chart. 

Clue

How Marilia Feels

Clue

Clue

Write I know how Marilia feels about going on the field trip because the 

author  

 

Make Inferences

When you read about 
Marilia's actions, what 
inference can you make 
about how Marilia will 
deal with problems she 
has in the future?
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Unit 
1 Writing Process

Expert Model

Features of a Personal Narrative
Remind children that they read the personal narrative “A Surprise in 
the City” in this unit. Say: We read a personal narrative written by a girl 
named Zoë. She wrote it about an event in her life. Encourage children 
to ask questions they have about personal narratives. Then say: Soon, we 
are going to start writing our own personal narratives! But first, let’s think 
about what makes a story a personal narrative.

Anchor Chart List these features of a personal narrative on an anchor 
chart. 

 • It is a true story about something that has happened to you. 

 • It uses the words I, me, my, and we.

Analyze the Expert Model
Talk About It Display pages 42–43 of “A Surprise in the City” from the 
Literature Anthology. Ask children to listen for information that tells 
them this text is a true story written by the author. Remind them that the 
author of a personal narrative uses the words I, me, my, and we to tell his 
or her story. Read aloud the following text from the selection:

Hi! My name is Zoë. I live in the city. This is my building. I look out my window. I am 
excited! Mom has a surprise for me today!

Ask: What kind of text is this? How do you know? Have children turn and 
talk to a partner and answer the questions. Then have volunteers share 
their answers. (This text is a personal narrative. Zoë uses the words I, me, 
and my to tell her name, where she lives, and what’s happening to her 
today. This is a story about something that is happening in her life.)

As you turn the pages for the remainder of the selection, ask children to 
share other things that tell them this is a personal narrative.

COLLABORATE

Reading/Writing Companion

Approaching Level/ELL For the 
Plan phase, provide sentence 
starters to support children as 
they write. For the Draft phase, 
you may choose to have children 
dictate their writing or share the 
pen, as needed.

On Level/Beyond Level For 
the Plan and Draft phases, pair 
children and have them share 
their work at the end of these 
phases. Encourage children to 
ask and answer questions about 
their writing.

DIFFERENTIATED 
WRITING
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T428 UNIT 1

OBJECTIVES
Write narratives in which 
they recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, 
include some details regarding 
what happened, use temporal 
words to signal event order, and 
provide some sense of closure.

Use the illustrations and details in 
a text to describe its key ideas.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
• personal narrative, details
• Cognate: detalles

10
Mins

Writing Process in Grades K–1

Study the Expert and 
Student Models

• Discuss the features of the writing genre.
• Discuss the expert model.
• Discuss the student model.
• Consulting an expert model grounds students’ 

writing and focuses on specific craft elements. 

Students use the Reading/Writing Companion 
to record their answers.

Plan
Students plan out their ideas by  
drawing or writing in the  
Reading/Writing Companion.

1

2

Through discussion, drawing and writing, and peer collaboration, young learners begin to use the step-
by-step writing process to organize their ideas, think about text, and create their own writing portfolio.

Unit 
1 Writing Process

Plan: Choose Your Event

Brainstorm
Talk About It Before starting the writing process, encourage children to 
relate to what happens to Zoë in “A Surprise in the City.” Have partners 
tell about days when they’ve felt like Zoë or have done things that Zoë 
did. Model relating the personal narrative to your own life:

Think Aloud I liked reading about Zoë’s exciting day. It reminded me of a 
time I was excited to plant flower seeds in my garden. I’ll think about that 
experience for ideas for my own personal narrative.

Ask children to share with their partners what Zoë’s personal narrative 
reminds them of in their own lives. Walk around the room and listen in.

Plan Tell children they will now plan and write their personal narratives. 
Have them turn to page 160 in the Reading/Writing Companion. 

Explain that the first step in writing a personal narrative is deciding what 
event to write about. Say: Remember Marisol’s personal narrative? Before 
she wrote it, she made a plan by brainstorming and drawing pictures. 
This helped her think of events, or things that happened to her. These are 
some ideas Marisol might have had. 

Write some examples of ideas Marisol might have listed:

 • the time she lost her stuffed animal

 • the day she won a jump rope contest at school

 • the time her aunt took her swimming 

Then say: Marisol chose the topic that she knew a lot about. Share 
Marisol’s plan for her story: 

Think Aloud Marisol had never been swimming before. She was nervous, 
so she wrote about what her aunt did to make swimming more fun. 

Children can draw or write about events on the bottom of page 160. Use 
the “Quick Tip” box to support them as they think of ideas.

COLLABORATE

Reading/Writing Companion 

Reading/Writing Companion, p. 160
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T430 UNIT 1

OBJECTIVES
Participate in collaborative 
conversations with diverse 
partners about grade 1 topics 
and texts with peers and adults 
in small and larger groups. 

Write narratives in which 
they recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, 
include some details regarding 
what happened, use temporal 
words to signal event order, and 
provide some sense of closure.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE 
• plan, events, brainstorm

• Cognates: planear, eventos

10
Mins

Writing and Grammar
Plan

 Talk about something that happened  
to you.

 Draw or write about what happened.

Think about events that 
are important to you.

160 Unit 1
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Choose something to write about.

Write details about what happened.  

 Circle what makes your story a personal narrative.

Personal Narrative

161Getting to Know Us 
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Student Model

Writing and Grammar
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I wrote a personal narrative. 
It tells something about me and 
includes the words I, me, and my.

Marisol
I Can Swim!  
My name is Marisol. 
Today my Aunt Rosa took me swimming.

Personal 
Narrative 

My personal 
narrative tells 
about something 
that happened 
to me.

158 Unit 1
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Wonders includes writing process lessons for each week of instruction in Grades K–1 and for each 
genre study in Grades 2–6. Lessons include the steps in the writing process, meaningful links to 
foster the reading-writing connection, and offer ample independent writing time. Students prewrite, 
draft, revise, edit, and share their writing as they develop into proficient readers and writers. 

Writing Process Pathway



9

Write the Draft
• Discuss the expert and student models.
• Write the draft using the planning notes.

Revise and Edit
• Discuss the expert and student models.
• Make changes to the draft and proofread  

for mistakes.
• See Teachers Conferences for key steps  

to help students revise their drafts. 

Publish
• Students use checklists to self-evaluate.
• Prepare the final draft.
• Share and evaluate.

3

4

5

Unit 
1 Writing Process

Reading/Writing Companion, pp. 162–163

Draft

Analyze the Expert Model
Genre Review the characteristics of the genre with children. Ask: What do 
we know about personal narratives? Confirm that a personal narrative is a 
story about something that happened to the person writing it. Refer to the 
Literature Anthology selection “A Surprise in the City.” Invite a volunteer to 
explain why this story is a personal narrative.  

Ideas: Supporting Details Explain to children that in a personal narrative, 
an author can include supporting details that tell more about things that 
happened. Read aloud these sentences from “A Surprise in the City.” Ask 
children to listen for a supporting detail.

We go to the playground.

I play on the swings.

Tell children that playing on the swings is a detail that tells more about 
what Zoë did on the playground. Have partners turn and talk about what 
other details Zoë could have included about her time on the playground. 
Have volunteers share their ideas with the class.

Analyze the Student Model 
Have children turn to pages 162–163 of the Reading/Writing Companion. 
Say: We’re going to take another look at Marisol’s personal narrative. 

 • Key Details Marisol’s personal narrative tells about the time her aunt 
took her swimming. Have children identify a key detail about what 
happened when Marisol first got to the pool.

 • Ideas: Supporting Details Marisol included information about her aunt 
blowing bubbles. Explain that adding this supporting detail tells more 
about the event.  

COLLABORATE

Reading/Writing Companion 
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T432 UNIT 1

OBJECTIVES
Write narratives in which 
they recount two or more 
appropriately sequenced events, 
include some details regarding 
what happened, use temporal 
words to signal event order, and 
provide some sense of closure.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
• details, support

• Cognates: detalles, soportar

10
Mins

Unit 
1 Writing Process

Reading/Writing Companion, pp. 164–165

Revise
Your Turn Explain to children that they will now revise their draft. They 
can add details or rewrite parts that don’t fit the definition of a personal 
narrative. As children revise, remind them to check their writing for the 
skill and trait. Ask:

• Did you include important details to tell what happened?

• Did you include details that tell more about what happened?

Have children use the online Writer’s Checklist and Proofreading Marks as 
they revise their work.  

Peer Review Review rules for peer review. You may wish to show the Peer 
Conferencing video. Then have partners exchange drafts and note the 
following:  

• Check that the text is a personal narrative, or a story about something 
that happened to the author. 

• Tell what they liked most about the story. Children should also note any 
questions they have for the author. 

Have partners share their ideas. Provide time for children to make revisions.

COLLABORATE

Revise and Edit

Analyze the Student Model
Have children review pages 164–165 in the Reading/Writing Companion 
to see Marisol’s revisions. Say: Marisol revised the title to tell about 
her personal narrative. She added a detail to make her writing more 
interesting. When we revise our writing, we think of how to make it better. 

Have children look at what Marisol did to edit her writing. Say: Marisol 
checked punctuation and capitalization and made sure she wrote 
complete sentences. We edit our writing so it is clearer for readers. As 
needed, review grammar skills in the grammar box. 

Reading/Writing Companion 
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T434 UNIT 1

OBJECTIVES
With guidance and support from 
adults, focus on a topic, respond 
to questions and suggestions 
from peers, and add details to 
strengthen writing as needed.

With guidance and support from 
adults, use a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish 
writing, including in collaboration 
with peers

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE 
• statement, punctuation, 

capitalize

• Cognate: puntuación

10
Mins

Digital Tools

Writer’s  
Checklist 
(Personal 
Narrative)    

Proofreading 
Marks

Collaborative 
Conversations: 
Peer 
Conferencing

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Step 1

Talk about the strengths of 
the writing.

You used the words I, me, 
my, and we as you wrote 
about yourself and your 
story.

Step 2

Focus on how the writer 
used the writing trait.

You used a supporting 
detail to make your writing 
more interesting. 

Step 3

Make concrete suggestions 
for revision.

The description of your 
event would be clearer if 
you added another key 
detail.

English Language Learners  SCAFFOLD 
Use the following scaffolds with Revise, Peer Review.

Beginning
Provide sentence frames to help children express opinions about 
their partner’s personal narrative: I like how you tell how you felt.  
You should add details about why the event was fun.

Intermediate
Provide partners with questions and answer sentence frames to help 
them express their opinions: What is one thing you liked about the 
story? One thing I liked about the story was when you tell how you 
felt. What is something that could be changed in the story? You 
could add another detail about what happened. 

Advanced/Advanced High
Have children express their opinions to their partners about what 
they did well and what they can improve. Model expressing your 
opinion: I like how you told where the event happened. I think you 
could add another detail to explain what happened at the end.

Teacher ConferencesEdit and Proofread 
Tell children that once they have revised their draft, they must edit 
and proofread it. Remind children that as they edit, they will focus 
on the following:  

 • Did you check your spelling? Children can use a print or online 
dictionary or glossary to check their spelling. 

 • Did you capitalize I?

 • Did you use end punctuation? 

Have children use the Writer’s Checklist as they edit and proofread. 
As children proofread their draft, have them check that sentences 
are complete and have correct end punctuation and capitalization.  

Peer Edit Have partners exchange drafts and review them for the 
mistakes above. Encourage partners to discuss errors. While partners 
peer edit, you may choose to meet with children individually for 
conferencing. Follow the steps in the Teacher Conferences box.

Final Draft 
After children have edited and proofread their writing and finished 
peer edits, have them write their final draft. Tell children to write 
neatly so others can read it, or guide them to explore a variety of 
digital tools to produce and publish their writing. You may wish to 
have children complete the online keyboarding activity, as necessary. 
Model locating letter keys on a keyboard before having children do 
the activity.

COLLABORATE

You may choose to work with a small 
group of children who need support 
with the following:

• features of the genre, including key 
details

• grammar skill

• writing trait

TEACH IN
SMALL GROUP
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WRITING PROCESS T435

Writing and Grammar

My Special Day 
My name is Marisol.
Today my Aunt Rosa took me swimming.

Student Model

Draft
Read Marisol’s draft of her personal narrative.
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162 Unit 1
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First I was scared.
Then Aunt Rosa blew bubbles.
It looked like fun, so I jumped right in!

Ideas 

I included a 
supporting detail 
to tell more 
about the event.

Write your personal 
narrative in your writer’s 
notebook. Use your ideas 
from pages 160–161. Include 
supporting details.

Key Details 

I included an important detail 
to tell about what happened.

Personal Narrative

163Getting to Know Us 
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Writing and Grammar
Revise and Edit
Think about how Marisol revised and edited  
her personal narrative. 

I Can Swim!
My name is Marisol. 
Today my Aunt Rosa took me swimming. 
 I made sure 

to end each 
statement 
with a period.

Student Model
I revised the 
title to tell 
more about 
my personal 
narrative.
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164 Unit 1
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Unit 
1 Writing Process

Digital Tools

Publish, Present, and Evaluate

Prepare to Publish
Have children review their final drafts 
and make any last-minute changes. 
Guide them to use digital tools to 
prepare their work for presentation. 

Prepare to Share Have children turn 
to page 166 in the Reading/Writing 
Companion and work with partners 
to practice their presentation. 

Speaking and Listening Review the 
Speaking and Listening skills on  
page 166. 

 • Model introducing yourself and speaking clearly at an appropriate 
pace for a presentation. Tell children that introducing themselves before 
they present will help remind the class that the personal narrative is 
the story of the presenter. 

 • Remind children that listeners should listen carefully to the 
presentation, paying attention to what the speaker is saying. 

 • Tell children to ask questions at the completion of the presentation if 
they hear something they don’t understand. Model as needed.

Allow children five minutes to rehearse their presentations.

Present 
Before children begin presenting, you may wish to show the How to 
Give Presentations video. Remind children that they not only will take 
on the role of presenter but also will be a part of the audience for 
their classmates’ presentations. Remind children to be respectful of 
their classmates. Allow time after the presentations for children to ask 
questions and give comments. 

COLLABORATE

Reading/Writing Companion 

Reading/Writing Companion, p. 166
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T436 UNIT 1

OBJECTIVES
With guidance and support from 
adults, use a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish 
writing, including in collaboration 
with peers.

Ask and answer questions about 
what a speaker says in order to 
gather additional information 
or clarify something that is not 
understood.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
• publish, present, evaluate

• Cognates: presentar, evaluar

10
Mins

Collaborative 
Conversations: 
How to Give 
Presentations

Share and Evaluate
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Speaking and Listening
I introduced myself. 

I spoke clearly.

I listened carefully.

Writing
I wrote a personal narrative. 

I included supporting details. 

Yes NoReview Your Work

Publish

 
Finish editing your writing. Make 
sure it is neat and ready to publish.

 Practice presenting your work  
with a partner. Use this checklist.

Present your work.

166 Unit 1
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10 

Writing Process in Grades 2–6

Study the Expert Model
Discuss the features of the writing genre

• Create an Anchor Chart to highlight the genre features.
• Explore personal narrative, expository, opinion, and  

poetry texts.

Analyze an expert model
• Referring to an expert model grounds students’ writing  

and helps them focus on specific craft elements.

Students use the Reading/Writing Companion to write 
their answers. The online writers’ notebook provides 
models of how one student writer develops their 
writing step-by-step and allows students to complete 
their own process writing digitally.

Plan
• Choose the topic.
• Discuss the purpose and audience.
• Organize the writing.

• Take notes.

Use digital tools to view model graphic organizers, 
slideshows, tutorials, and interactive videos.

Write a Draft
Discuss the elements

• Students collaborate to identify details for their drafts.

Write the draft
• Students write independently in their writer’s notebook.
• Students can also draft their own pieces in the online 

writer’s notebook.

Use digital tools to view model graphic organizers, 
slideshows, tutorials, and interactive videos.

1

2

3

Students learn to think critically as they explore multiple genres—along with their elements and 
techniques—through mentor texts, expert models, and lessons in the author’s craft during the step-
by-step writing process. During the step-by-step writing process, students engage in collaborative 
conversations and self-evaluation as they strengthen their personal writing craft.

WRITING PROCESS Opinion Essay

10
Mins

Reading/Writing Companion

Expert Model

Features of an Opinion Essay
Ask students to recall the argumentative texts they have read in this unit: 
“All About Organic,” “Food Fight,” and “A New Kind of Corn.” Ask: What 
did you learn from these texts? What characteristics did the texts have in 
common? What opinions did they express?

Explain that students will plan and write opinion essays of their own. Point 
out that an opinion essay is a type of argumentative text that tries to 
persuade readers to do something or think a certain way. Opinion essays 
include language that shows what the author believes. Although the 
writing reflects the viewpoint of the author, an opinion essay will include 
facts and examples that support the writer’s claim.

Anchor Chart Have a volunteer list these features of an opinion essay on 
an anchor chart:

 • It has an introduction that clearly states how the author feels about  
the topic.

 • It includes relevant reasons backed up by facts and examples that 
support the author’s opinion.

 • The facts are researched from reliable resources.

• The essay includes a strong conclusion, which often encourages readers 
to agree with the author.

Analyze an Expert Model
Students can learn to write an opinion essay by analyzing examples written 
by others. Point out that the point-counterpoint sections of “A New Kind of 
Corn” are actually individual opinion essays. 

Assign pairs of students to reread Literature Anthology pages 221-222. 
Ask pairs how they can tell this selection is an opinion essay, using the 
Anchor Chart to help them. (The introduction states an opinion, provides 
reasons and examples, and ends with a strong restatement of the author’s 
opinion.) Ask: What does the author believe? (Bt corn is a good idea ) 
What reasons, facts, or evidence does your author provide? (The insect-
killing gene produces poison; farmers don’t need to use pesticide in fields.) 

Discuss with students the intended audience of the article. (consumers; 
people who are concerned about food safety or want to know more about 
GM foods) Ask students to use evidence from the text to explain how they 
know the audience. Have students to write their responses on page 78 and 
then share them with a partner.

DIFFERENTIATED 
WRITING
Approaching Level and On 
Level For Plan: Choose Your 
Topic, have students work with 
more proficient partners to 
research facts on the Internet. 
Guide them to type in relevant 
key words for their search.

Beyond Level For Draft, have 
students work independently 
and then share what they wrote 
with a partner or small group 
before revising. 

ELL For Draft phase, consider 
having students use sentence 
starters to express relevant 
facts to support their opinions.

OBJECTIVES

Introduce a topic or text clearly, 
state an opinion, and create an 
organizational structure in which 
related ideas are grouped to 
support the writer’s purpose. 

Provide reasons that are supported 
by facts and details. 

Link opinion and reasons using 
words and phrases (e.g., for 
instance, in order to, in addition).

Provide a concluding statement or 
section related to the opinion 
presented.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE 
• argumentative, opinion, persuade

• Cognates: opinión, persuadir

T242 UNIT 3 WEEK 5
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WRITING PROCESS Opinion Essay

10
Mins

Reading/Writing Companion

Expert Model

Features of an Opinion Essay
Ask students to recall the argumentative texts they have read in this unit: 
“All About Organic,” “Food Fight,” and “A New Kind of Corn.” Ask: What 
did you learn from these texts? What characteristics did the texts have in 
common? What opinions did they express?

Explain that students will plan and write opinion essays of their own. Point 
out that an opinion essay is a type of argumentative text that tries to 
persuade readers to do something or think a certain way. Opinion essays 
include language that shows what the author believes. Although the 
writing reflects the viewpoint of the author, an opinion essay will include 
facts and examples that support the writer’s claim.

Anchor Chart Have a volunteer list these features of an opinion essay on 
an anchor chart:

 • It has an introduction that clearly states how the author feels about  
the topic.

 • It includes relevant reasons backed up by facts and examples that 
support the author’s opinion.

 • The facts are researched from reliable resources.

• The essay includes a strong conclusion, which often encourages readers 
to agree with the author.

Analyze an Expert Model
Students can learn to write an opinion essay by analyzing examples written 
by others. Point out that the point-counterpoint sections of “A New Kind of 
Corn” are actually individual opinion essays. 

Assign pairs of students to reread Literature Anthology pages 221-222. 
Ask pairs how they can tell this selection is an opinion essay, using the 
Anchor Chart to help them. (The introduction states an opinion, provides 
reasons and examples, and ends with a strong restatement of the author’s 
opinion.) Ask: What does the author believe? (Bt corn is a good idea ) 
What reasons, facts, or evidence does your author provide? (The insect-
killing gene produces poison; farmers don’t need to use pesticide in fields.) 

Discuss with students the intended audience of the article. (consumers; 
people who are concerned about food safety or want to know more about 
GM foods) Ask students to use evidence from the text to explain how they 
know the audience. Have students to write their responses on page 78 and 
then share them with a partner.

DIFFERENTIATED 
WRITING
Approaching Level and On 
Level For Plan: Choose Your 
Topic, have students work with 
more proficient partners to 
research facts on the Internet. 
Guide them to type in relevant 
key words for their search.

Beyond Level For Draft, have 
students work independently 
and then share what they wrote 
with a partner or small group 
before revising. 

ELL For Draft phase, consider 
having students use sentence 
starters to express relevant 
facts to support their opinions.

OBJECTIVES

Introduce a topic or text clearly, 
state an opinion, and create an 
organizational structure in which 
related ideas are grouped to 
support the writer’s purpose. 

Provide reasons that are supported 
by facts and details. 

Link opinion and reasons using 
words and phrases (e.g., for 
instance, in order to, in addition).

Provide a concluding statement or 
section related to the opinion 
presented.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE 
• argumentative, opinion, persuade

• Cognates: opinión, persuadir

T242 UNIT 3 WEEK 5
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Quick Tip

COLLABORATE

Detail Detail Detail

Opinion

ARGUMENTATIVE TEXT

Plan: Choose Your Topic
Brainstorm With a partner or a small group, brainstorm a list of 
electronic things you use that have screens. Discuss how much time you 
spend looking at these screens each week. Write the time next to each 
device.

 

 

 

Writing Prompt Look over your list. Write an opinion essay about how  
much time you think students should be allowed to spend on screens. 

My opinion is that students should 

 

Purpose and Audience An author’s purpose is his or her main reason 
for writing. Look at the three purposes for writing below. Underline your 
purpose for writing an opinion essay.

 to inform, or teach to persuade, or convince to entertain

Think about the audience for your essay. Who will read it? 

My audience will be      .

I will give       to support my opinion essay.

 Plan In your writer's notebook, write what your opinion is about screen 
time. Use a graphic organizer to write down details that support your 
opinion.

As you talk with your 
partner about how much 
time you spend on screens 
during the week, talk 
about what you like or 
dislike about it. Do you feel 
that you should be able to 
spend more time or less 
time looking at screens? 
Explain your opinion to 
your partner. 
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WRITING

Plan: Strong Introductions
State Your Opinion A strong introduction to an opinion essay introduces 
the topic and clearly states the writer's opinion. In order to grab the 
reader's attention, a strong introduction may also include

• a fascinating fact

• a thoughtful question

• an amusing story or anecdote

Write a fact, question, or anecdote that will get your reader’s attention.

 

 

  

Take Notes Do research in the library or online to get facts or quotes 
from experts to support your opinion. Then make a list of the ones that 
you might want to use for your opening statement. Organize your 
notes by writing them in your graphic organizer. 

For more information on writing an opinion, watch  
the “Opinion Statement” tutorial. Go to  
my.mheducation.com.

Digital Tools
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WRITING

Essential Question
In what ways can advances in 
science be helpful or harmful?

Read two different perspectives  
on Bt corn.

Genre  Argumentative Text
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STOP AND CHECK

Reread What makes Bt corn 
appealing to farmers?

 ave you heard of Bt corn? 
Probably not. But you have probably 
eaten it. Bt corn is grown all over 
the world. The crop is used in 
many foods, including tortilla chips 
and cornmeal. It is also used to 
make high fructose corn syrup, an 
unnecessary sweetener prevalent in 
many foods and drinks.

Bt corn is a genetically modified 
food. To make Bt corn, scientists 
change the genetic code of corn. 
This code sets which characteristics 
the corn will inherit. Bt corn 
contains an insect-killing gene. The  
gene comes from a bacterium called 

Bacillus thuringiensis, or Bt. These 
changes make the corn produce 
poison. The poison kills only insects 
that are harmful to it, such as 
rootworm beetles or caterpillars 
called European corn borers. This 
characteristic makes it unnecessary 
for farmers to spray pesticide in 
their cornfields.

A European corn borer feeds on an ear of sweet corn. Some farmers are turning to          
Bt corn to keep pests like corn borers from damaging their crops. 

When you think of corn, it might call 
to mind fresh corn on the cob. But how 
much do humans actually consume? 
The pie chart below shows the uses 
of corn in the United States according 
to the United States Department of 
Agriculture.

Human 
Consumption: 10%

Industrial Use: 30%

Animal Feed: 47%

Exported: 13%
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Expert Model
Features of an Opinion Essay

An opinion essay is a form of argumentative text. Authors of 
argumentative text share their opinions or claims with readers and  
try to persuade them to agree with that opinion. Opinion writing

• has an introduction that clearly states the author’s opinion  
about a topic

• contains reasons, facts, and examples that support that opinion

• includes a strong conclusion to convince readers to agree with  
that opinion

Literature Anthology:  
Pages 220-223

Analyze an Expert Model Studying argumentative texts will help you 
learn how to write an opinion essay. Reread page 221 of A New Kind of 
Corn in the Literature Anthology. Write your answers to the questions 
below.

What is the writer’s opinion about this topic?  

 

 

Identify the audience for this article and explain your answer.

 

 

 

On page 221, the author 
uses the words 
unnecessary and 
appealing. These words 
signal an opinion. Some 
people might not agree 
that the sweetener is 
unnecessary or that Bt 
corn is appealing. 
Examples of other words 
that signal an opinion are: 
believe, feel, think, worst, 
best, and the most.

Word Wise

The writer believes Bt corn is 

The audience is people who buy vegetables. The article talks about consumers who 

a good idea.

care about what they eat.
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WRITING

Revise
Strong Conclusions A strong conclusion restates the reasons and 
evidence that support the writer's claim or opinion. Read the paragraph 
below. Then revise the last sentence to make the conclusion strong 
enough to convince readers to agree with the writer’s opinion.

 

 

 

 

 

Revision As you revise your draft, make sure you have a 
strong opening and a strong conclusion. Confirm that you 
have enough relevant facts and examples to support your 
opinion.

I believe we need laws to control the use of camera
phones. People take pictures on camera phones without our 
consent. Sometimes the pictures show people at bad 
moments like when they are slipping or falling. Then the
pictures get uploaded to the Internet, where it can be
embarrassing for the people in the picture. That is not right.

Grammar Connections

Varying sentences can 
strengthen your essay. Ask 
a question at the 
beginning of a paragraph:  
How much time do you 
spend on screens? Try 
adding an exclamation: 
Forty hours a week! Or try 
beginning a sentence with 
a verb: Watching 
television . . .

If your sentences are all 
the same length, combine 
sentences to make 
compound sentences. Or 
make a longer sentence 
shorter. Writing different 
kinds of sentences will 
keep your reader 
interested!
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Revise and Peer Conference
Strengthen elements of the draft

• Focus on a key element of the draft, such as  
a strong conclusion, effective use of transitions,  
or sentence fluency.

• Refer back to the expert model for a  
strong example.

Revision
• The Reading/Writing Companion guides  

students in revision.
• Students practice writing strong sentences  

in the online Grammar Handbook.

Peer Conferencing
• Students follow routines for peer review of writing  

as they listen, discuss, and give feedback.
• Students review the revising checklist in the  

Reading/Writing Companion.

4

Publish, Present, and 
Evaluate
Publish and Self-evaluate using a Rubric

• Students publish, present, and evaluate 
their final drafts. Rubrics are in the 
Reading/Writing Companion.

• Anchor papers are available in  
Digital Tools.

6

Edit and Proofread
Correct mistakes

• Use the Editing Checklist in the  
Reading/Writing Companion to find  
and correct mistakes.

Collaborate
• Pair students to edit and proofread each 

other’s drafts using the Editing Checklist  
as a guide.

• Students can use the online Grammar 
Handbook as an editing tool.

5
Reading/Writing Companion

WRITING PROCESS Opinion Essay

Edit and Proofread

Explain
Tell students that once they have finished their drafts, they must edit and 
proofread them. Say: When you edit, you might move sentences around so 
they make more sense or add another word to clarify your meaning. If you 
repeat a word more than once, you might want to look it up in a thesaurus 
to find a substitute word. Proofreading is about correcting grammar, usage, 
punctuation, and spelling. Encourage students to use an online or print 
dictionary to check the spellings of words. Point out that they cannot rely 
on an electronic spell check function to catch all mistakes. A spell checker 
cannot identify a word that is correctly spelled but used incorrectly, such as 
using accept for except, band for banned, and so on.

Correct Mistakes
Review the editing checklist on Reading/Writing Companion page 84 
with students. Ask: How does adding a capital letter at the beginning of a 
sentence and a punctuation mark at the end help the reader understand 
what you are writing? (It tells where a complete thought begins and ends.) 
Have students check each sentence to make sure it begins with a capital 
letter and ends with a period, question mark, or exclamation point.

Write these sentences on the board and read them aloud:

 one Monday Julie left her glasses at home that day she couldn’t see  
 very well

Ask: Do we have one thought or two? (two) Proofread and edit the 
sentences as a class. (Add a capital letter to one in the first sentence. Add 
a period after home. Capitalize that and add a period after well.)

Ask students to record two mistakes they found when using the editing 
checklist on page 84. Have volunteers share the two mistakes they 
corrected. Ask: How did finding these mistakes make the essay easier to 
understand?

Using the Editing Checklist
Pair students to edit and proofread each other’s drafts using the editing 
checklist as a guide. First, they should read their drafts aloud to each other. 
Then have them mark each other’s papers with suggestions for revisions to 
the introduction, relevant details, or conclusions. Encourage them to 
concentrate on capitalization first and then punctuation. Then have them 
read through the draft, focusing on one item from the checklist. Remind 
them to be helpful and polite with their editing suggestions to their 
partner. When they are done, have them write a reflection on how working 
together helped them make their writing stronger.

10
Mins

Edited Student Model 
in Writer’s Notebook

Edit Checklist 
(Opinion) PDFRESOURCE

TOOLKIT

Digital Tools

OBJECTIVES
With guidance and support from 
peers and adults, develop and 
strengthen writing as needed by 
planning, revising, and editing.

Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and 
spelling when writing.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE 
• edit, punctuation

• Cognates: editar, punctuación
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WRITING

Edit and Proofread
When you edit and proofread your writing, you look for and correct 
mistakes in spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and grammar. Reading 
through a revised draft multiple times can help you make sure you’re 
catching any errors. Use the checklist below to edit your sentences.

 Do all sentences begin with a capital letter and end with a 
punctuation mark?

 Are proper nouns capitalized?

 Is there noun and verb agreement?

 Are possessive nouns and contractions used correctly?

 Are quotation marks used correctly?

 Are irregular verbs spelled correctly?

Editing Checklist

List two mistakes you found as you proofread your essay.

1  

  

2  

 

   

Grammar checkers 
are useful tools in  
word-processing 
programs, but they may 
not always catch your 
punctuation mistakes. 

Do a punctuation check of 
your opinion essay. Make 
sure each statement ends 
with a period. Questions 
need to end with a 
question mark. And 
statements of surprise or 
excitement should end 
with an exclamation mark. 

Also, make sure you use 
commas correctly and put 
quotations marks before 
and after any actual 
quotes from experts.

Tech Tip
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Presenting Checklist

ARGUMENTATIVE TEXT

Publish, Present, and Evaluate
Publishing When you publish your writing, you create a clean, neat final 
copy that is free of mistakes. Consider including an illustration of the 
topic to make your opinion essay more interesting. You might choose to 
draw a cartoon that conveys your opinion.

Presentation When you are ready to present your work, rehearse 
reading your essay aloud for a friend. Remember to use the appropriate 
volume. Use the Presenting Checklist to help you.

Evaluate After you publish your writing, use the rubric below to evaluate 
your writing.

What did you do successfully?  

What needs more work?  

 

4 3 2 1
• gives a clear opinion 

with many pieces of 
relevant supporting 
evidence 

• makes it clear that the 
writer’s purpose is to 
persuade readers

• has a strong introduction 
and a strong conclusion

• gives a clear opinion 
with relevant supporting 
evidence 

• most of the writing 
shows a purpose to 
persuade readers 

• has a satisfactory 
introduction and 
conclusion

• gives an opinion with 
limited relevant 
supporting evidence

• makes an effort to 
persuade readers

• introduction and 
conclusion missing key 
details

• gives an opinion but 
lacks relevant supporting 
evidence

• does not try to persuade 
readers

• weak introduction and 
lacks precise conclusion

 Stand up straight.

 Look at your audience.

 Enunciate, or speak 
slowly and clearly.

 Speak loud enough, 
using appropriate 
volume, to communicate 
your ideas effectively. 

 Pause to emphasize 
your relevant points.

 Read your conclusion 
with expression to 
convince the audience.
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COLLABORATE

ARGUMENTATIVE TEXT

Peer Conferences
Review a Draft Listen carefully as a partner reads his or her work aloud. 
Take notes about what you liked and what was difficult to follow. Begin 
by telling what you liked about the draft. Ask questions that will help the 
writer think more about the writing. Make suggestions you think will 
make the writing stronger. Use these sentence starters.

I enjoyed your strong introduction because . . .

Another relevant fact you might add is . . .

This part is unclear to me. Can you explain . . . ?

Partner Feedback After your partner gives you feedback on your draft, 
write one of the suggestions that you will use in your revision. Refer to 
the rubric on page 85 as you give feedback.

Based on my partner's feedback, I will  

 

 

 

After you finish giving each other feedback, reflect on the peer 
conference. What was helpful? What might you do differently next time? 

Revision As you revise your draft, use the Revising Checklist to help you 
figure out what text you may need to move, elaborate on, or delete. 
Remember to use the rubric on page 85 to help with your revision.

 Did I begin with a clear 
and strong introduction 
about my opinion?

 Did I give enough 
relevant evidence for 
my opinion?

 Did I present 
information in an 
organized way?

 Did I end with a strong 
conclusion?

Revising Checklist
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COLLABORATE

ARGUMENTATIVE TEXT

Peer Conferences
Review a Draft Listen carefully as a partner reads his or her work aloud. 
Take notes about what you liked and what was difficult to follow. Begin 
by telling what you liked about the draft. Ask questions that will help the 
writer think more about the writing. Make suggestions you think will 
make the writing stronger. Use these sentence starters.

I enjoyed your strong introduction because . . .

Another relevant fact you might add is . . .

This part is unclear to me. Can you explain . . . ?

Partner Feedback After your partner gives you feedback on your draft, 
write one of the suggestions that you will use in your revision. Refer to 
the rubric on page 85 as you give feedback.

Based on my partner's feedback, I will  

 

 

 

After you finish giving each other feedback, reflect on the peer 
conference. What was helpful? What might you do differently next time? 

Revision As you revise your draft, use the Revising Checklist to help you 
figure out what text you may need to move, elaborate on, or delete. 
Remember to use the rubric on page 85 to help with your revision.

 Did I begin with a clear 
and strong introduction 
about my opinion?

 Did I give enough 
relevant evidence for 
my opinion?

 Did I present 
information in an 
organized way?

 Did I end with a strong 
conclusion?

Revising Checklist
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Writing and Your Wonders 
Workshop Experience

Reading and 
Writing, Every Day

Mini-lessons Independent
Writing

• ANALYZE THE PROMPT

• ANALYZE THE TEXT 
EVIDENCE

• RESPOND TO READING

• OBSERVE MENTOR WRITING

If they read about it, they write 
about it. 

• SMALL GROUP OR  
WHOLE GROUP

• EXPLAIN THE SKILL AND  
ITS PURPOSE

• MODEL HOW TO APPLY SKILL

• GUIDED PRACTICE

Wonders provides ample 
practice in writing and 
meaningful revision. The 
gradual release model of 
the mini-lessons provides 
scaffolded instruction through 
modeling and guided  
practice. Students can then 
confidently apply the skill  
to their own writing.

• GENRE WRITING 

• SELF-SELECTED WRITING 

• ONLINE WRITER’S NOTEBOOK

• EXTENDED WRITING TASKS 

• STUDENT CHOICE AND 
EXPLORATION

Students revise and edit their 
own topic or choose from the 
provided prompts. Student 
choice and digital tools 
encourage engagement while 
developing and strengthening 
writing skills and routines.

Grade 4  •  Units 1–2
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SHARED READReread

As you write your 
response, be sure to put 
any dialogue that you pick 
up from the story in 
quotation marks. 
Remember that the end 
punctuation goes inside 
the end quotation mark.

Maura says, “Our act?”

Tina tells her, “But I had 
another idea.”

Grammar Connections

Use the following 
sentence starters to 
describe the story events.

• A story event that 
describes a rising  
action is . . .

• The story event that is 
the climax is when 
Maura . . . 

• A story event that 
describes a falling 
action is when Tina . . .

 • The resolution is when 
Maura . . .

Respond to Reading
Discuss the prompt below. Think about how the author presents 
Maura's problem and solution. Use your notes and graphic organizer.

How does the author organize the story events to show the rising 
action, climax, falling action, and solution? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quick Tip

COLLABORATE
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WRITING

Revise
Strong Conclusion Effective personal narratives have strong, satisfying 
conclusions that support the purpose for writing. Some writers end with a 
memory, a feeling, or a hope. Other writers may end by circling back to 
remind readers of the introduction. Read the paragraph below. Then 
revise the last sentence to make a strong conclusion. 

 

 

  

Revision Revise your draft, and check that you have sensory details to  
help your reader picture what you did. Check that you have told your  
narrative in proper sequence. Also, be sure you have a strong conclusion.

Last fall I decided to try out for the school basketball 
team. I knew I needed to practice every day to be good 
enough to make the team. Practicing for hours every 
day wasn’t easy. I remember one day my arms and legs 
ached from jumping and shooting baskets all morning. 
But I was determined to keep trying. It took all fall, but 
by the winter tryouts, I could shoot a free throw and 
make a basket almost every time. I’m sure that’s what 
helped me make the team. 

As you revise your draft, 
make sure you vary your 
sentence length and 
structure. For example, 
you don’t want all your 
sentences to be short. Try 
combining some short 
sentences to make a few 
longer sentences. 
Remember, when you 
combine sentences, you 
can use a comma and a 
coordinating conjunction 
(and, but, or, so, for, nor, 
yet). For example: I 
worked hard at tryouts, 
and I made the team! You 
can also vary your 
sentences by beginning 
some sentences with a 
verb. For example: 
Practice hard!

Grammar Connections
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WEEKS 3 AND 4

Resource Toolkit

RESOURCE
TOOLKITO

N
LI
NE

 W
riter’s Notebook

Phonics/Word Study 17 Writing 10Phonics/Word Study 2

Grammar:
Compound Sentences; 
Clauses and Complex 
Sentences

Spelling:
Long e; Long i

Digital ActivitiesResearch and Inquiry Project
Students conduct 
research about state 
anti-bullying laws 
and choose how to 
present their work.

Choose a family tradition that is 
special to you and tell why.

Research a dish from a different 
country. Who would you invite to 
dinner?

Write about an encounter 
with an animal. 

Describe a time when you were 
surprised by someone’s actions.

Have you ever made a gift for 
someone? Why did you make 
that gift?

Have students revise and edit their personal narratives or 
use these suggestions and choose the form they write in.

Self-Selected Writing

Independent Writing
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Different

Alike

Happen over  
a long time

People can  
protect  
the land.

Change 
Earth's 
surface

Happen suddenly

People cannot  
protect the land.

SHARED READReread

Your Turn Reread the section “Fast and Powerful” 
on pages 4–5. Compare and contrast volcanoes 
and landslides. List the information in the graphic 
organizer.

When you want to 
compare things, look at 
how the things are alike. 
When you want to 
contrast things, look at 
how the things are 
different. These words are 
used to help you compare: 
alike, and, both, similar, 
same. These words are 
used to help you contrast: 
unlike, different, or, but.

Quick TipCompare and Contrast
Authors use text structure to organize the information in a text. 
Comparison is one kind of text structure. Authors who use this text 
structure tell how things are alike and different.

FIND TEXT EVIDENCE
Looking back at pages 3–4 of “A World of Change," I can reread to learn 
how slow natural processes and fast natural processes are alike and 
different. Words such as some, but, both, and like let me know that a 
comparison is being made.

COLLABORATE
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Sharing
• CREATING HABITS OF LEARNING

• SYNTHESIZING AND SHARING IDEAS

Wonders creates learning communities in which 
students routinely share about what they know. 
Learning to communicate effectively in speaking 
and in writing requires the ability to share ideas 
and knowledge. Students collaborate while 
discussing their works and responses with 
partners, in small groups, and the whole class.

Conferencing
• RESPECTFUL CLASSROOM CULTURE

• COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE 

• THOUGHTFUL APPLICATION

Effective conferencing creates a classroom culture 
in which students respect and value each other’s 
experiences. Strategic peer conferencing through 
guided and monitored collaborative practice 
supports the respectful communication of ideas. 
Students apply feedback to make their writing 
more focused and coherent.

EXPOSITORY TEXT 

COLLABORATE

Peer Conferences
Review a Draft Listen actively as a partner reads his or her work aloud. 
Take notes about what you liked and what was difficult to follow. Begin by 
telling what you liked about the draft. Ask questions about the writing to 
clarify information. Make suggestions you think will make the writing 
more focused and coherent. Use these sentence starters:

Your beginning makes me want to read more because . . .

The sequence words you used help me . . .

This part is unclear to me. Can you explain how . . .?

I think your ending might be stronger if you . . .

Partner Feedback After your partner gives you feedback on your draft, 
write one of the suggestions that you will use in your revision. Refer to 
the rubric on page 31 as you give feedback.

Based on my partner's feedback, I will  

 

 

After you finish giving each other feedback, reflect on the peer 
conference. What was helpful? What might you do differently next time? 

Revision As you revise your draft, use the Revising Checklist to help you 
figure out what ideas you may need to add, delete, combine, or 
rearrange. Remember to use the rubric on page 31 to help with your 
revision.

 Does the beginning of 
my personal narrative 
get the reader’s 
attention and tell when 
and where the event 
happened?

 Did I use sequence 
words to organize the 
events?

 Did I use sensory details 
to help readers picture 
what happened?

 Does the conclusion tell 
how I feel about the 
experience?

Revising Checklist

 Unit 1 • Expository Text   29
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Reading/Writing Companion

WRITING PROCESS Personal Narrative

Edit and Proofread

Explain
Tell students that today they will edit and proofread their drafts. Say: 
When you edit, you might move paragraphs for better sequence, add 
sensory details, or make the conclusion stronger. Encourage students to use 
a thesaurus to find more specific sensory words in their writing. Say: When 
you proofread, you correct grammar, usage, punctuation, and spelling. 
Point out that they cannot rely on an electronic spell check function to 
catch all mistakes. A spell checker cannot identify a word that is correctly 
spelled but used incorrectly, such as using there and their. Point out that 
while a spell checker might capitalize people’s names, it might not know to 
capitalize names of organizations or titles of magazines, newspapers, 
works of art, and musical compositions.

Correct Mistakes
Review the Editing Checklist on Reading/Writing Companion page 30 
with students. Ask: If you did not begin every sentence with a capital letter 
or end with punctuation or if you leave out commas in compound 
sentences, how would this affect your readers? (The reader would not 
know where the ideas begin or end; they would be confused about which 
ideas go together.)

Write this sentence on the board:

when I was younger it was hard for me to ride a bike i was born with  
weak bones

Proofread and edit as a class. (Capitalize lowercase w in “when”; add a 
comma after “younger”; add the end period after “bike”; capitalize i; add 
period after “bones.”) Ask students to record two mistakes they found when 
using the Editing Checklist on page 30. Ask volunteers to share the two 
mistakes they corrected. Ask: How did finding these mistakes help you 
move forward in your writing?

Using the Editing Checklist
Pair students to edit and proofread each other’s drafts using the Editing 
Checklist as a guide. First they should read their drafts aloud to each other. 
As one person reads, have the other partner follow along on a printed copy 
of the draft. Encourage them to mark places in the text that were 
particularly strong with a sticky note or highlighter. When they are done, 
have them write a reflection on how collaborating helped their writing.

Students can view the 
Edit Checklist 
(Narrative) PDF.

RESOURCE
TOOLKIT

Digital Tools

10
Mins

OBJECTIVES

Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and 
spelling when writing. Use correct 
capitalization.

Use a comma before a 
coordinating conjunction in a 
compound sentence.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE 
• edit, punctuation, tenses

• Cognates: editar, punctuación
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EXPOSITORY TEXT 

COLLABORATE

Peer Conferences
Review a Draft Listen actively as a partner reads his or her work aloud. 
Take notes about what you liked and what was difficult to follow. Begin by 
telling what you liked about the draft. Ask questions about the writing to 
clarify information. Make suggestions you think will make the writing 
more focused and coherent. Use these sentence starters:

Your beginning makes me want to read more because . . .

The sequence words you used help me . . .

This part is unclear to me. Can you explain how . . .?

I think your ending might be stronger if you . . .

Partner Feedback After your partner gives you feedback on your draft, 
write one of the suggestions that you will use in your revision. Refer to 
the rubric on page 31 as you give feedback.

Based on my partner's feedback, I will  

 

 

After you finish giving each other feedback, reflect on the peer 
conference. What was helpful? What might you do differently next time? 

Revision As you revise your draft, use the Revising Checklist to help you 
figure out what ideas you may need to add, delete, combine, or 
rearrange. Remember to use the rubric on page 31 to help with your 
revision.

 Does the beginning of 
my personal narrative 
get the reader’s 
attention and tell when 
and where the event 
happened?

 Did I use sequence 
words to organize the 
events?

 Did I use sensory details 
to help readers picture 
what happened?

 Does the conclusion tell 
how I feel about the 
experience?

Revising Checklist

 Unit 1 • Expository Text   29
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EXPOSITORY TEXT 

COLLABORATE

Peer Conferences
Review a Draft Listen actively as a partner reads his or her work aloud. 
Take notes about what you liked and what was difficult to follow. Begin by 
telling what you liked about the draft. Ask questions about the writing to 
clarify information. Make suggestions you think will make the writing 
more focused and coherent. Use these sentence starters:

Your beginning makes me want to read more because . . .

The sequence words you used help me . . .

This part is unclear to me. Can you explain how . . .?

I think your ending might be stronger if you . . .

Partner Feedback After your partner gives you feedback on your draft, 
write one of the suggestions that you will use in your revision. Refer to 
the rubric on page 31 as you give feedback.

Based on my partner's feedback, I will  

 

 

After you finish giving each other feedback, reflect on the peer 
conference. What was helpful? What might you do differently next time? 

Revision As you revise your draft, use the Revising Checklist to help you 
figure out what ideas you may need to add, delete, combine, or 
rearrange. Remember to use the rubric on page 31 to help with your 
revision.

 Does the beginning of 
my personal narrative 
get the reader’s 
attention and tell when 
and where the event 
happened?

 Did I use sequence 
words to organize the 
events?

 Did I use sensory details 
to help readers picture 
what happened?

 Does the conclusion tell 
how I feel about the 
experience?

Revising Checklist
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HABITSof
Learning

To master reading and writing, speaking and 
listening is to master thinking. These six habits of 
learning, reinforced throughout the year and across 
the grades, teach children how to learn. Each 
unit focuses on one habit that will set students up  
for success.

I use a variety of 
strategies to understand.

make predictions 

visualize

think about how a piece is 
organized

take notes

I believe I can succeed.

stay on task

challenge myself
I am a problem solver.

try different ways

analyze the problem

I write to communicate.

think about my message 

think about my audience 

talk with my peers

use rubrics

listen actively
I am part of a 
community of learners.

share what I know

choose the right words

build on others’ thoughts

gather information 
before I act or speak

My hope for our students is that they are encouraged to 
collaborate and talk more to develop their oral language, 
in ways that will enhance reading comprehension and 
written expression.   

AUTHOR INSIGHT

ask questions

I think critically 
about what I read.

think across domains
look for text evidence

make inferences

Dr. Vicki Gibson
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START SMART

Analytical Writing

Wonders provides many opportunities for students to write analytically 
about the texts they are reading. Students begin by analyzing the prompt in 
the Reading/Writing Companion with a partner. They then use their notes 
from the Shared Read as well as their graphic organizers to respond to the 
prompt, rereading the text as needed to find more evidence. 

 • Writing using text evidence helps students to carefully examine the text 
and develop a deep comprehension of the text.

 • Citing relevant, accurate evidence from the text, students learn to draw 
knowledge from the text itself, an important goal of the standards.

 • Students begin to write more analytically about text, improving their 
ability to write informational texts as well as argumentative texts.

Sentence Starters and Grammar Connections Wonders includes Sentence 
Starters in the Reading/Writing Companion that students can use to 
organize and frame their ideas. In addition, Grammar Connections boxes 
help them practice and apply grammar skills in their own writing.

English Language Learners Support

The writing process can be especially challenging for English Language 
Learners. The Respond to Reading activity provides a way for students 
to analyze what they read before responding to the writing prompt.
Students are engaged in a discussion about the writing process. In the scaffolded 
instruction, they are guided through the writing prompt, sentence starters, and 
any additional support boxes in the whole group lesson. 
To further develop English Language Learners’ writing skills, additional questions 
and writing strategies are included. Sentence patterns will help students 
compose meaningful sentences. Students reread parts of the Shared Read to 
restate and/or summarize the information to help organize their writing. They are 
guided in using their notes to answer the writing prompt. 
Newcomers listen to summaries of the Shared Read in their native language and 
answer sentence frames to develop listening and speaking skills.

CLASSROOM CULTURE

We respect and value each 
other’s experiences.

Teach students to recognize 
the merits of others’ opinions 
and at the same time share 
their own opinions. Help them 
communicate effectively with 
prompts such as

• I see this another way.

• I have another idea.

• I noticed something else.

TEACH IT YOUR WAY

The writing response can be 
done in Small Group for students 
who need the extra support of 
a scaffolded lesson, or it can 
be assigned as independent 
or partner work for the rest of 
the class.  Look for the  Teach 
in Small Group boxes for more 
flexible options.
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Analytical writing begins in the Reading/Writing Companion as students analyze the prompt 
related to the text they just read. Using tools such as sentence starters and graphic organizers, 
students begin to frame their ideas for their own writing.

Writing in Response to Reading  
with the Shared Read

COLLABORATE

T044_T045_CR20_TX_T2v1_U1GS1_WG_RR_901878.indd 26/03/18 05:56PM

Respond to Reading SHARED READ

Reading/Writing Companion

Reread

Write About the Shared Read 

Analyze the Prompt 
Read the prompt aloud: How does the author show that family members 
work together to make good decisions? Ask: What is the prompt asking you 
to do? (tell how the author shows that Maria’s family works together to 
make good decisions) Point out the key words work together and make good 
decisions in the prompt. Say: Let’s reread to find details in the text about a 
decision that needs to be made. Then let’s find details about how the family 
works together to make a good decision.

Analyze Text Evidence
Remind children that the story has a clear beginning, middle, and end. At 
the beginning, the author introduces a family and shows the problem 
(Reading/Writing Companion pages 3 and 4). Ask children to find the 
words Maria says to show her strong feelings. (“por favor!” and “I want to 
go!”) In the middle, the author shows family members sharing opinions 
about the problem (pages 4 and 5). Have children find the words the 
characters say to express their opinion. (Mae: “You must do the right thing”; 
Pai: “the parade is important” and “share our culture”) The author then 
shows Maria thinking about her parents’ words, and she comes to agree 
with them; the text says “Pai is right.” By the end, Maria is happy with the 
decision. Ask children to find text evidence to show how Maria feels at the 
end. (Maria is “excited to be in the parade”; she is “proud of her hard 
work”) Tell children they can use this information to write their responses.

Respond
Direct children to the sentence starters on Reading/Writing Companion 
page 14. Have partners use the sentence starters to focus on how the 
author shows how the family works together to make a good decision.

Think Aloud At the beginning, Maria wants to miss practice to visit her 
friend. She talks with her parents about it, and the author uses the 
characters’ words to show their opinions. In the middle of the story, Maria’s 
father gives several reasons about why the parade is more important. 
Maria listens to her parents, thinks about their reasons, and agrees with 
them. By sharing ideas and listening to each other, the family helps Maria 
make a good decision.

Children should use the sentence starters to form their responses. 
Encourage them to use important details from the story to 

complete each sentence starter. Remind children to use the vocabulary 
words in their responses.

10
Mins

Respond to Reading

Approaching Level and ELL 
Model how to analyze the 
prompt and find text evidence. 
Have partners work together 
to respond to the prompt.

On Level Have partners work 
together to analyze the 
prompt, find text evidence, 
and write their responses to 
the prompt.

Beyond Level Have children 
work independently to write 
their responses. Ask them to 
share their process for 
responding to the prompt.

TEACH IN
SMALL GROUP

OBJECTIVES
Write informative/explanatory 
texts in which they introduce a 
topic, use facts and definitions to 
develop points, and provide a 
concluding statement or section.

Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing 
or speaking.

Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and 
spelling when writing.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
• decisions

• Cognate: decisiónes

Program: TX2020 Component: TE
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T44 UNIT 1 WEEKS 1 AND 2

Use the Newcomer Online Visuals 
and their accompanying prompts to 
help children expand vocabulary 
and language about School (5–9) 
and Family 13a-b. Use the 
Conversation Starters, Speech 
Balloons, and the Games in the 
Newcomer Teacher’s Guide to 
continue building vocabulary and 
developing oral and written 
language.

Newcomers
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English Language Learners  SCAFFOLD 

Use examples to clarify the phrases: work together and make good 
decisions. Then use the following scaffolds with Respond to help 
children share ideas orally before writing.

Beginning
Review the work children did identifying events in the beginning, 
middle, and end of the story. Have partners answer: How does Maria 
feel in the beginning? Maria doesn’t want to go to practice. What 
does Maria’s father explain in the middle? He explains why the 
parade is important. Do you think Maria makes a good decision at the 
end? Maria makes a good decision.

Intermediate
Have partners work together to find details of how the family works 
together to share their feelings and how Maria makes a good decision. 
Read aloud the part in the beginning where Maria shares her feelings. 
(Possible response: on page 4 Maria says it’s not fair) Now read the part 
where her father shares his feelings. (page 4, paragraph 4) Read aloud 
the part where Maria makes a good decision. (page 6, paragraph 1)

Advanced/Advanced High
Encourage partners to use connecting words such as but, however, 
also, then, because, and so as they respond. For example: Maria wants 
to miss practice to see Ana, but her parents want her to go to practice.

Reading/Writing Companion, p. 14

REALISTIC FICTION

Children can use online 
Grammar Handbook 
pages 498 and 501 to 
review and practice 
capitalization and end 
punctuation.

Grammar Connections
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RESPOND TO READING T45

Remember to begin 
the first word of 
each sentence with 
a capital letter. Use 
a period at the end 
of each sentence to 
show the end of a 
statement.

Grammar Connections

Respond to Reading
Talk about the prompt below. Think about how the 
author shows what is important to Maria and to her 
parents. Use your notes and graphic organizer. Try to 
include new vocabulary in your response.

COLLABORATE

SHARED READ

How does the author show that family members work 
together to make good decisions?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reread

Quick Tip

Use these sentence 
starters to help you 
organize your text 
evidence. 

At the beginning of 
the story, Maria…

In the middle of  
the story, Maria’s 
father…

At the end of the 
story, Maria…

14 Unit 1 • Realistic Fiction
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Writing Mini-lessons
Developing writers need time and practice to draft, revise, and rewrite. Mini-lessons in the Reading/
Writing Companion support both teacher and student in the process.

• The teacher chooses to use mini-lessons in whole group or small group instruction.

• The teacher guides students through the writing process using the gradual release model.

• Students apply the skill on their own to become confident writers.

WRITING

Revise
Strong Conclusion Effective personal narratives have strong, satisfying 
conclusions that support the purpose for writing. Some writers end with a 
memory, a feeling, or a hope. Other writers may end by circling back to 
remind readers of the introduction. Read the paragraph below. Then 
revise the last sentence to make a strong conclusion. 

 

 

  

Revision Revise your draft, and check that you have sensory details to  
help your reader picture what you did. Check that you have told your  
narrative in proper sequence. Also, be sure you have a strong conclusion.

Last fall I decided to try out for the school basketball 
team. I knew I needed to practice every day to be good 
enough to make the team. Practicing for hours every 
day wasn’t easy. I remember one day my arms and legs 
ached from jumping and shooting baskets all morning. 
But I was determined to keep trying. It took all fall, but 
by the winter tryouts, I could shoot a free throw and 
make a basket almost every time. I’m sure that’s what 
helped me make the team. 

As you revise your draft, 
make sure you vary your 
sentence length and 
structure. For example, 
you don’t want all your 
sentences to be short. Try 
combining some short 
sentences to make a few 
longer sentences. 
Remember, when you 
combine sentences, you 
can use a comma and a 
coordinating conjunction 
(and, but, or, so, for, nor, 
yet). For example: I 
worked hard at tryouts, 
and I made the team! You 
can also vary your 
sentences by beginning 
some sentences with a 
verb. For example: 
Practice hard!

Grammar Connections
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To become better writers, students need to write. In Wonders, 
students have multiple opportunities to write every day in their 
writer’s notebook.

In the writer’s notebook, children will:

• Write to prompts every week.

• Write pieces that they may choose themselves.

• Do Quick Writes to summarize texts and free writing  
to generate ideas.

• Write responses to reading to deepen their understanding.

Independent Writing

Listening Comprehension

S36_S41_CR20_TX_T2v1_U1GS1_STS_901878.indd 26/03/18 05:28PMS36_S41_CR20_TX_T2v1_U1GS1_STS_901878.indd 26/03/18 05:28PM

S38 START SMART

START SMART

AUTHOR INSIGHT

“Teaching students 
strategic peer conferencing 
routines, through guided 
and monitored collaborative 
practice, can be key to 
instructional success. Since 
in most classrooms there 
are many students and only 
one teacher, it is helpful to 
both teacher and students 
to allow them to serve as 
effective conferencing 
partners for each other.”

—Kathy Bumgardner

CLASSROOM CULTURE

We respect and value each other’s experience. 
Remind children of the importance of peer conferencing as a way to make 
the writing more focused and coherent. As partners confer, encourage them 
to share ideas respectfully. Remind them to begin by saying what they liked 
about their partner’s writing and then provide suggestions to improve it. 
Have children ask themselves questions such as:
 • What ideas about writing can I talk about with my partner that might help 

our writing? 
 • What resources can we use to find ideas for or answer questions about 

our writing?
 • How can I revise my writing based on my partner’s feedback? 

 

Teaching Writing and Grammar

T212_T219_CR20_TX_T2v1_U1GS2_WG_WP_123456_691331.indd 08/03/18 08:00AM

Reading/Writing Companion

Digital Tools

RESOURCE
TOOLKIT

DIGITAL

10
Mins

WRITING PROCESS

Use these digital tools to 
enhance the lesson.

 Peer Conferencing 
Checklist (Narrative), 
Peer Conferencing 
(Collaborative 
Conversation Video) 

Realistic Fiction

Peer Conferencing

Review a Draft
Review with children the routine for peer review of writing.

 • Step 1: Listen carefully as the writer reads his or her work aloud.

 • Step 2: Begin by telling what you liked about the writing.

 • Step 3: Ask the writer questions that will help them think more about 
what they have written.

 • Step 4: Make a suggestion that will make the writing stronger.

You may wish to brainstorm rules for peer conferencing with the class. 
Display the rules during all peer conferences. For example, children should 
be polite, make eye contact, focus on the writing, and use supportive 
language during peer conferences.

Model using the sentence starters on Reading/Writing Companion page 
32. Say: I enjoyed your story opening because…. Discuss the steps of the 
routine for peer conferencing. Ask: Why is it important to listen carefully? 
(You can follow what happens in the story.) Why does Step 2 say to start by 
telling something you like? (It is helpful to give positive comments.)

Partner Feedback
Circulate and observe as partners review and give feedback on each 
other’s drafts. Ensure that partners are following the routine and the 
agreed-upon rule s. Be sure to allow children enough time to implement 
suggestions. Have them share examples of how they used peer feedback to 
improve their drafts.

Revision
Review the revising checklist on page 32 of the Reading/Writing 
Companion. Allow children time to implement suggestions. Remind children 
that the rubric on page 35 can also help with revision. After children have 
completed their revisions, allow them time to share how their partners’ 
feedback helped improve their stories.

WRITING PROCESS

OBJECTIVES
Participate in collaborative 
conversations with diverse 
partners about grade 2 topics and 
texts with peers and adults in 
small and larger groups.

With guidance and support from 
peers, focus on a topic and 
strengthen writing as needed by 
revising and editing, 

Ask for clarification and further 
explanation as needed about the 
topics and texts under discussion.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
• conference, review, routine

• Cognates: conferencia, rutina
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English Language Learners  SCAFFOLD 

Use the following scaffolds with Partner Feedback.

Beginning
Read a few stories with the group. Model using the sentence stems in 
the Quick Tip to provide feedback: I enjoyed your story opening 
because you used dialogue. How about adding details about how Tim 
felt? I have a question about the picnic. What food did they make? 
Model restating feedback (My partner asked about the picnic.) and 
implementing it (I’ll write what they made.) Then have mixed 
proficiency pairs complete page 32 together.

Intermediate
Have mixed proficiency pairs work together. After you model using 
the Quick Tip sentence starters, have partners work independently. 
Circulate and ask: What was your partner’s feedback? Based on that 
feedback, what will you do? Provide sentence frames: My partner 
liked my description. My partner suggested I add dialogue. Based on 
that feedback, I will write Tim’s dialogue.   

Advanced/Advanced High
Have partners comment on the opening and decide if the story needs 
more details to grab the reader’s attention. Have partners fill in their 
Partner Feedback on page 32 and then read each other’s completed 
responses to check if their partner understood their suggestions.

Reading/Writing Companion, p. 32

We respect and value each 
other’s experiences.
Ask children to think about 
the other children in their 
peer groups. Remind them 
to include everyone and 
be open to their ideas. As 
partners confer, encourage 
them to share ideas to build 
knowledge of writing. Have 
them ask questions such as
• How can I learn from my 

peers?
• What are my strengths and 

the strengths of others in 
my group? 

• How can I contribute to my 
group? 

CLASSROOM 
CULTURE

FANTASY
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Respond to Reading
Discuss the prompt below. Be sure to use evidence from 
the text and the text features to answer the question.COLLABORATE

EXPOSITORY TEXT

Quick Tip

Use these sentence 
starters to organize 
your text evidence.

The author explains… 

The author uses…

Text features show…How does the author organize information to show 
how a family farm produces food for consumers?

Reread

Self-Selected 
Reading

Choose a text. 
In your writer's 
notebook, write the 
title, author, and 
genre of the book. 
As you read, make a 
connection to ideas 
in other texts you 
read, or a personal 
experience. Write 
your ideas in your 
writer’s notebook.

78 Unit 1 • Expository Text
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WEEKS 3 AND 4

Resource Toolkit

RESOURCE
TOOLKITO

N
LI
NE

 W
riter’s Notebook

Phonics/Word Study 17 Writing 10Phonics/Word Study 2

Grammar:
Compound Sentences; 
Clauses and Complex 
Sentences

Spelling:
Long e; Long i

Digital ActivitiesResearch and Inquiry Project
Students conduct 
research about state 
anti-bullying laws 
and choose how to 
present their work.

Choose a family tradition that is 
special to you and tell why.

Research a dish from a different 
country. Who would you invite to 
dinner?

Write about an encounter 
with an animal. 

Describe a time when you were 
surprised by someone’s actions.

Have you ever made a gift for 
someone? Why did you make 
that gift?

Have students revise and edit their personal narratives or 
use these suggestions and choose the form they write in.

Self-Selected Writing

Independent Writing
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By creating a culture of collaboration, students learn to respect and value each other’s experiences. 
Students have an opportunity to practice their positive communication when they publish, present, and 
evaluate their work. 

Throughout the writing process, partners are guided in collaborative conversations to improve and 
enhance their work. When the time comes to publish and present, rubrics and checklists guide partners 
in providing effective feedback. 

Sharing

Publish, Present, and Evaluate
Publishing Create a clean, neat final copy of your story. 
You may add illustrations or other visuals to make your 
published work more interesting.

Presentation Practice your presentation when you are 
ready to present your work. Use the Presenting Checklist 
to help you.

Evaluate After you publish and present your story, use 
the rubric on the next page to evaluate your writing.

1  What did you do successfully?  _________________

 ____________________________________________

 ____________________________________________

2  What needs more work?  _____________________

 ____________________________________________

 ____________________________________________

WRITING
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34 Unit 1 • Realistic Fiction

Presenting Checklist

 Sit up or stand  
up straight. 

 Look at the 
audience.

 Speak slowly and 
clearly.  

 Speak loud 
enough so that 
everyone can hear 
you.

 Answer questions 
using details from 
your story.

034-035_CR20_TX_SE2v1_U1W12_WR_901724_39398.indd   34 24/08/17   12:07 AM

 Make eye contact 
with the speaker.

 Listen for details 
about characters.

 Listen for 
details about a 
beginning, middle, 
and end.

 Identify what the 
speaker does well.

 Think of questions 
you can ask.

4 3 2 1
• tells a lively, realistic 

fiction story about a 
character in a family

• begins with a strong, 
detailed opening

• has a clear beginning, 
middle, and end 

• is free or almost free 
of errors

• tells a story about a 
character in a family 

• begins with a strong 
opening

• has a beginning, 
middle, and end

• has few errors

• tries to write realistic 
fiction but details are 
unclear

• lacks a strong opening 

• makes an effort to 
sequence events and 
create a beginning, 
middle, and end

• has many errors that 
distract from the 
meaning of the story

• does not focus writing 
on the genre or topic

• lacks an opening

• does not sequence 
events into a 
beginning, middle, 
and end

• has many errors that 
make the story hard 
to understand

Listening When you listen actively, you pay close 
attention to what you hear. When you listen to other 
children's presentations, take notes to help you better 
understand their ideas.

What I learned from .........................................................'s 
presentation: 

______________________________________________

Questions I have about .........................................................’s 
presentation: 

______________________________________________

Listening Checklist

REALISTIC FICTION
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Publish, Present, and Evaluate
Publishing Create a neat, clean final copy of your 
expository text. As you write your draft, be sure to print 
neatly and legibly. You may add illustrations or other 
visuals to make your published work more interesting. 

Presentation Practice your presentation when you are 
ready to present your work. Use the Presenting Checklist 
to help you.

Evaluate After you publish and present your expository 
text, use the rubric on the next page to evaluate your 
writing.

1  What did you do successfully?  

 

 

2  What needs more work?  

 

 

WRITING

Presenting Checklist

 Sit up or stand up 
straight. 

 Look at different 
people in the 
audience.

 Speak slowly and 
clearly.

 Speak loudly so 
that everyone can 
hear you.

 Answer questions 
using facts from 
your essay.
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4 3 2 1
• uses specific facts 

about a community 
worker's job

• sentences vary in 
length and type 

• has a clear statement 
or paragraph that 
concludes the essay

• is free or almost free 
of errors

• tells information 
about a community 
worker's job

• sentences are 
different lengths

• has a concluding 
statement

• has few errors

• uses information that 
does not relate to the 
topic

• sentences are mostly 
the same length

• does not have a clear 
conclusion

• has many errors that 
distract from the 
meaning of the essay

• most information is 
not based on facts 
from sources

• sentence length is the 
same

• does not have a 
concluding statement

• has many errors that 
make the essay hard 
to understand

Listening When you listen actively, you pay close 
attention to what you hear. When you listen to other 
students’ presentations, take notes to help you better 
understand their ideas. 

What I learned from .......................................................'s 
presentation: 

 

Questions I have about .......................................................’s 
presentation: 

 

EXPOSITORY TEXT

 Make eye contact 
with the speaker.

 Use body 
language that 
shows you are 
listening.

 Decide which facts 
are important.

 Think about  
what the speaker 
does well.

 Think of questions 
you can ask. 

Listening Checklist
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Publish, Present, and Evaluate
Publishing Create a neat, clean final copy of your 
expository text. As you write your draft, be sure to print 
neatly and legibly. You may add illustrations or other 
visuals to make your published work more interesting. 

Presentation Practice your presentation when you are 
ready to present your work. Use the Presenting Checklist 
to help you.

Evaluate After you publish and present your expository 
text, use the rubric on the next page to evaluate your 
writing.

1  What did you do successfully?  

 

 

2  What needs more work?  

 

 

WRITING

Presenting Checklist

 Sit up or stand up 
straight. 

 Look at different 
people in the 
audience.

 Speak slowly and 
clearly.

 Speak loudly so 
that everyone can 
hear you.

 Answer questions 
using facts from 
your essay.
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4 3 2 1
• uses specific facts 

about a community 
worker's job

• sentences vary in 
length and type 

• has a clear statement 
or paragraph that 
concludes the essay

• is free or almost free 
of errors

• tells information 
about a community 
worker's job

• sentences are 
different lengths

• has a concluding 
statement

• has few errors

• uses information that 
does not relate to the 
topic

• sentences are mostly 
the same length

• does not have a clear 
conclusion

• has many errors that 
distract from the 
meaning of the essay

• most information is 
not based on facts 
from sources

• sentence length is the 
same

• does not have a 
concluding statement

• has many errors that 
make the essay hard 
to understand

Listening When you listen actively, you pay close 
attention to what you hear. When you listen to other 
students’ presentations, take notes to help you better 
understand their ideas. 

What I learned from .......................................................'s 
presentation: 

 

Questions I have about .......................................................’s 
presentation: 

 

EXPOSITORY TEXT

 Make eye contact 
with the speaker.

 Use body 
language that 
shows you are 
listening.

 Decide which facts 
are important.

 Think about  
what the speaker 
does well.

 Think of questions 
you can ask. 

Listening Checklist
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1. Guide planning with graphic 
organizers and other tools.

2. Build confidence with familiar 
tools for formatting and markup.

3. Support writing with point-of-
use resources at every step. 

1

In Grades 2–6, the online Writer’s Notebook offers blended learning options for writing instruction and 
independent practice for your Wonders core writing lessons. Students have a digital toolkit of writing tools 
to use as they develop, rewrite, and publish their pieces. Teachers and parents can log in and check for 
progress, and teachers can provide feedback digitally, making it possible for students to work through the 
entire writing process online.

Teacher resources include blackline masters to share or assign, including graphic organizers to help with 
planning, student models of each type of writing, anchor papers, and rubric templates. 

The student toolkit provides support at each step of the writing process, including guidance on taking notes, 
mapping stories, creating outlines, having collaborative conversations, and presenting work. Students can 
easily access writing rubrics for each genre and use checklists for revision, peer conferencing, and editing 
as they become familiar with the writing process.

Online Writer’s Notebook

2

3
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• Professional Development begins with 
embedded supports in the Teacher’s Edition.

• Suggested Lesson Plans call out daily  
writing activities and where to find the 
connected instruction.

• Writing Mini-lessons on Author’s Craft, 
Responding to Reading, working with  
expert models, and the writing process  
offer teachers prompts, scaffolding, 
 support for differentiation, and more.

• Start Smart and Inspire Confident Readers 
pages provide a high-level overview of 
routines, goals, and author insights, along  
with progress through the writing process.

• Teachers can support independent and 
self-selected writing with TE prompts and 
additional guidance in the online Writer’s 
Notebook and Resource Toolkit.

• The online Professional Development 
resources Available whenever needed, online 
Professional Development resources include 
white papers, author videos, and classroom 
modeling videos to inform and guide 
educators as they provide writing instruction.

The Instructional Routines Handbook  
provides step-by-step guides to instructional 
practices, including analytical and process 
writing, and helps teachers implement best 
practices in the classroom.

Professional Development  
for Writing Instruction

WondersMHE.com
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To be successful in school and beyond, students must learn to write using the information 
they have gleaned from texts they have read. This skill requires that students learn to 
find information, understand that information, and be able to use that information to 
support the topic of their writing.

Dr. Douglas Fisher

Wonders provides educators with multiple sources of support as they guide students through the  
craft of writing.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT WONDERS! 
Visit us: mheonline.com/getwonders


